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In March 2014, residents along a river in the mountains 
of Washington state were interrupted by the terrifying 
sound of the equivalent of three million dump truck loads 
of earth plummeting down the valley. In less than two 
minutes, a one-square-mile field of debris, 20-feet deep, 
slammed into the neighborhood. Now, geomorphologists 
are tracing the geological history of Oso, to explain  
why the site was so unstable. But all around the world 
scientists have reason to fear that the worst is yet to 
come. Globally, landslides and other ground failures  
cost more lives and money each year than all other 
natural disasters combined, and climate change could 
cause an increase in landslide activity worldwide. NOVA 
discovers how new satellite monitoring technologies are 
giving researchers hope that they may be able to predict 
landslides and issue life-saving warnings to those in  
their path. 1x53   
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A revolution is happening overhead. Super-surveillance 
drones that can see objects as small as six inches across 
and track human movements are starting to appear in 
our skies. Amazon.com plans to deliver goods door-to-
door using drones, startups in Silicon Valley are figuring 
out how to use drones to deliver medicine where there 
are no roads, and farmers in Japan already use them to 
spray 90 percent of soy crops. Anyone can now buy and 
fly their own remotely piloted drone for a relatively small 
cost, and by 2020 the United States Federal Aviation 
Agency anticipates that more than 20,000 drones will be 
in the air in North America, not including those flown by 
amateur operators. These drones raise many issues 
about privacy and safety—and although there are 
regulations governing drone use, they are almost 
impossible to police. Drones are here to stay, but who 
should be allowed to use them, and how? 1x52   

This compelling series takes viewers on an exciting and visually stunning journey to the beautiful and historic 
places where Christianity was born and grew from a small movement to its place as the official religion of the 
Roman Empire. Join author and distinguished history professor Jonathan Phillips of Royal Holloway, University of 
London, as he takes viewers on a captivating adventure through four centuries and seven countries throughout 
the Middle East, North Africa, and Europe, to the very places where Christianity began. 6x52  
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History

The Day the 60s Died  
(working title)
On April 30, 1970, President Richard Nixon 
shocked the country by announcing the U.S. 
invasion of Cambodia. At college campuses 
across the United States, masses of previously 
uninvolved students took to the streets in protest. 
Five days later, four unarmed Kent State students 
were shot dead by National Guardsmen. In 
many ways, this event and the spasm of violent 
unrest that followed marked a fever pitch in 
the conversation about class, race, freedom, 
and democracy. The Day the 60s Died delves 
into the lives of Americans at the heart of the 
conflict—from the students and soldiers who 
witnessed Kent State to a young foot soldier in 
the Cambodian jungle; from construction workers 
fighting demonstrators on Wall Street to the 
survivors of the all but forgotten police shootings 
of Jackson State students. 1x60   

History

The Black Panther
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Vanguard of the Revolution
Reviled, adored, misunderstood, and mytholo-
gized, more than 40 years later the Black 
Panther Party retains a powerful hold on popular
imagination worldwide. Featuring a broad variety
of perspectives—from police, FBI agents and
infiltrators, journalists, white supporters and
detractors, and Panther leaders—this documentary 
provides a dramatic, scholarly, and unbiased look 
at what may be the most controversial group in 
American history. This compelling narrative is 
driven by a rich soundtrack of the iconic music 
of the 1960s and 70s, complemented by a new 
score featuring the sounds of jazz, rap, and soul. 
2x60 

History, Art & Culture

Ripley: Believe it or N
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LeRoy Robert Ripley rose to fame during the 
Great Depression, transforming himself from 
a skinny, buck-toothed boy into an entertainer 
who mesmerized the nation with his razzle-
dazzle blend of homespun Americana, colorful 
exotica, and freakish oddities. Over three 
decades, his “Believe It or Not!” franchise grew 
into an entertainment empire, expanding from 
newspapers to every form of “new media” in 
the 20th century: radio, film and, ultimately, 
television. At the center of it all was Ripley, 
whose obsession with the odd and keen eye for 
the curious made him one of the richest men 
in the country. This is the story of the man who 
popularized the iconic phrase, and proof of why 
we still can’t resist his challenge to “Believe it—
or not!” 1x60   

NEW RELEASES 
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When the skeletal remains of at least 10 
people, including several infants, turned up in 
the basement of Benjamin Franklin’s London 
residence, people wondered if the founding 
father might have had a much darker side 
as the bones had been meticulously cut and 
drilled. Franklin was aware of the bodies in his 
basement, but they weren’t the victims of violent 
acts. Rather, they were used for the purposes of 
an illegal anatomy school that helped shaped 
modern medicine. 1x60   
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Current Affairs

Firestone and the Warlo
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What are the costs of doing business in a war 
zone? FRONTLINE and ProPublica investigate 
the secret relationship between the American  
tire company Firestone and the infamous 
Liberian warlord Charles Taylor. Based on 
previously unreported diplomatic cables, 
court documents, and inside accounts from 
Americans who helped run the company’s rubber 
plantation as Liberia descended into chaos, the 
investigation reveals how Firestone conducted 
business during the brutal Liberian civil war. 
With all eyes on Liberia as the country battles 
the worst Ebola outbreak in recorded history, 
Firestone and the Warlord raises provocative 
questions about corporate responsibility, 
accountability, and the ethical ramifications of 
doing business in conflict zones. 1x83   

CANCER: THE EMPEROR 
OF ALL MALADIES
Cancer: The Emperor of All Maladies, based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning 
book by Siddhartha Mukherjee, tells the complete story of cancer, from its 
first description in an ancient Egyptian scroll to the gleaming laboratories  
of modern research institutions. The film interweaves a sweeping historical 
narrative with intimate stories about contemporary patients and an investigation 
into the latest scientific breakthroughs that may have brought us, at long last, 
to the brink of lasting cures. 6x60, 3x120 
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Current Affairs

Putin’s Way
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FRONTLINE investigates the accusations of 
criminality and corruption that have surrounded 
Vladimir Putin’s reign in Russia. Tracing his 
career back over two decades, Putin’s Way 
reveals how the accumulation of wealth and 
power has led to autocratic rule and the specter 
of a new Cold War. 1x53 
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Uranium: Twisting the Dragon’s Tail
The year 2015 marks the 70th anniversary of one of the most profound changes 
in the history of human enterprise on Earth—the unleashing of the elemental 
force within uranium; the unleashing of the dragon. The story of uranium, one 
of the most dangerous and curious rocks on the planet, is part science, part 
history, and all epic adventure. Uranium was born violently in the collapse of 
a star long ago, and is created within the fabric of Earth—spitting energy that 
transforms DNA, and shaping the very nature of what it means to be human. 
This rock, once considered worthless, transformed itself into the most desirable, 
most expensive, and most feared substance in the world, and on a warming 
planet with limited fossil fuel, uranium may transform again, into our savior. 
An action-packed journey that explores the most dangerous, wondrous, and 
controversial rock on Earth—this stunning series is filmed in Russia, Japan, 
North America, Europe, and Australia. 3x60, 2x60   

1000 Days of Fear: The Deadly Race  
at Los Alamos
1000 Days of Fear is the inside-the-barbed-wire story of the brilliant men and 
women who worked on the Manhattan Project at Los Alamos. The fascinating 
personalities behind the creation of the world’s first atomic bomb were as 
extraordinary, and often as explosive, as the science they were working in. 
Through first-hand accounts, never-before-seen interviews, and Los Alamos 
lore, this documentary looks inside these atomic insiders’ hearts and minds, 
their triumphs and failures, their bravery in the face of paralyzing fear and, 
ultimately, their war-winning and world-changing accomplishments. 3x60   
 

Memory of the Camps
In the spring of 1945, Allied forces liberating Europe found evidence of atrocities which 
have tortured the world’s conscience ever since. As the troops entered the German 
concentration camps, they made a systematic film record of what they saw. Assembled 
and edited that summer under the supervision of the British Ministry of Information 
and the American Office of War Information, some of the documentary editing was done 
under the direction of Alfred Hitchcock—but the film was left unfinished. FRONTLINE 
found it stored in a vault of London’s Imperial War Museum and, in 1985, broadcast it for 
the first time. Thirty years later, Memory of the Camps remains one of the most definitive 
and unforgettable records of the 20th century’s darkest hour. 1x57 

 THE END OF WORLD WAR II

Also available for this anniversary: Victory in the Pacific, The Bombing of Germany, The Rape of Europa, Never Forget to Lie, and The Ghost Army

The War
Directed and produced by Ken Burns and Lynn Novick, The War explores  
the most intimate human dimensions of the greatest cataclysm in history:  
a worldwide catastrophe that touched the lives of every family on every 
street in every town in America and demonstrates that in extraordinary 
times, there are no ordinary lives. Throughout the series, the experience of 
combat is brought vividly to life as veterans describe what it was like to fight 
and kill at places like Monte Cassino, Anzio, and Omaha Beach; the Hürtgen 
Forest, the Vosges Mountains, and the Ardennes; and on the other side of 
the world at Guadalcanal, Tarawa, and Saipan; Peleliu, the Philippine Sea, 
and Okinawa. The film honors the bravery, endurance, and sacrifice of those  
who lived through the war. 14x60, 7x120   

The Bomb in HD (working title)
For 70 years, the world has been terrified—yet also comforted—by the atomic 
bomb. Every generation since 1945 has grown up with the specter of nuclear 
holocaust, but today the threat of nuclear annihilation has largely receded 
from consciousness. Even as the U.S. and Russia have reduced their stocks 
of the bomb, the simple black-and-white playing field of the Cold War has 
been replaced by a complex and unsettled world in which a terrorist with a 
small nuke in a pickup truck may be a significantly greater threat than the 
old superpower doomsday scenarios of Fail Safe or Dr. Strangelove. Yet this 
much is clear: the number of human deaths from war had risen precipitously 
higher throughout history, until August 1945. From that moment—when the 
atomic bomb made its appearance on the world stage—the number of deaths 
from war has dropped enormously. Judged by that measure, the A-bomb may 
actually have made the world safer. . . so far. 1x120  

The Day After Trinity           
An Emmy® Award-winning documentary about those who build nuclear 
weapons, this extremely moving work concentrates on the life story of 
physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer and his role in producing the first atomic 
bomb. A strong drama of personal, political, and moral forces is revealed 
through the use of declassified government footage and in-depth, personal 
interviews with the major surviving participants in the Oppenheimer story. 
The effect of the film is profoundly emotional, evoking a time when millions 
of Americans rejoiced that such a weapon “worked” without possibly 
foreseeing its still-resounding results. 1x59, 1x88   

 AUGUST 1945 : ATOMIC BOMBINGS OF HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI, JAPAN

JANUARY–MAY 1945 : LIBERATION OF CAMPS AND END OF WAR IN EUROPE

D-Day 360
After two years on the drawing board, D-Day was the most meticulously 
planned operation in  military history–a logistical effort on a scale never seen 
before or since. On June 6, 1944, 3,000  planes dropped 23,000 airborne 
troops behind German lines, and 7,000 ships delivered around 20,000 
military vehicles and 130,000 allied soldiers to storm five heavily defended 
French beaches in an all-or-nothing assault on Nazi-occupied Europe 
Focusing on the most important strip of Omaha beach that day–the exit at 
Vierville-sur-Mer–D-Day 360 strips D-Day back to its raw data to reveal how 
the odds of victory, in the greatest gamble of World War II, swung on what 
happened over a five-hour period on a five mile stretch of French coastline. 
Data gathered though forensic laser scanning, 3D computer modeling, and  
eye-witness accounts bring the battlefield to life as never before. 1x54   
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The Bloody Truth           
Despite recent progress in containing the AIDS pandemic, HIV is still a killer  
of epic proportions. Understanding the origins of the virus could provide  
crucial clues to help in the battle against it. The Bloody Truth follows an 
international team of scientists on their search for the origins of HIV in the 
hospitals and primeval forests of central Africa. Their efforts to salvage a 
mysterious medical archive containing tissue samples dating from the Colonial 
era provide evidence of how the ground was prepared for the AIDS pandemic, 
shedding a new light on the virus’ origins, and providing vital information on 
how to fight potential future pandemics, such as Ebola. 1x52 

Human Interest
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Joan Pahisa has a huge passion for basketball. 
It would be nothing extraordinary except for 
one detail: he is exactly one meter tall. In 2013 
he attended the World Dwarf Games in the 
United States—an Olympic-style competition 
exclusively for little people that is held every 
four years. Joan was the only representative 
from Spain, and without a partner, he decided 
to specialize in table tennis. Glance Up follows 
Joan on the 7,000-kilometer journey to fulfill his 
dreams to become the World Champion in table 
tennis and to play basketball one more time, 
most likely his last. 1x52  

The Forgotten Plague
For nearly two centuries, tuberculosis was America’s leading cause of 
death, responsible for one in five fatalities. It shaped medical and scientific 
pursuits, social habits, economic development, and government policy, but 
TB and its impact are poorly understood. In 1943, Albert Schatz, a 
microbiologist at Rutgers, discovered streptomycin, an antibiotic that was 
heralded as a miracle cure. Within two years, streptomycin had liberated 
many patients from the sanitarium, but the tuberculosis bacterium began 
mutating into drug-resistant strains. For decades, deaths from TB in the 
U.S. declined to the point where it seemed the disease would be eradicated. 
Then, in the early 1990s, it suddenly reappeared and an epidemic in New 
York City sent public health officials scrambling. The disease that has 
stalked the nation for centuries stubbornly refuses to die. 1x60 

The Trouble with Antibiotics
Each year, an estimated 2 million people in the U.S. are infected with 
antibiotic-resistant bacteria—and at least 23,000 die. As the health crisis 
deepens, FRONTLINE turns the spotlight on the American farm, a sector 
that comprises an estimated 70 percent of all antibiotics sold, and 
investigates new research focusing on how antibiotics on farms might be 
contributing to the growth of resistant bacteria that threaten the health of 
people. The Trouble with Antibiotics traces the history and controversy over 
antibiotics in agriculture, discovers gaps in basic data about how antibiotics 
are used on the farm, and raises questions about why that information does 
not exist. Also this hour, FRONTLINE returns to the story of a superbug 
outbreak at one of the United States’ most prestigious research hospitals, 
the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center, with an exclusive interview 
with the parents of a young man who died in the outbreak. 2x30, 1x60 

Hunting the Nightmare Bacteria 
FRONTLINE investigates the alarming rise of untreatable infections—from a 
young girl thrust onto life support in an Arizona hospital, to a young American 
infected in India who comes home to Seattle, and an uncontrollable outbreak 
at the nation’s most prestigious hospital, where 18 patients were mysteriously 
infected and six died, despite frantic efforts to contain the killer bacteria. 
Fueled by decades of antibiotic overuse, the crisis has deepened as major drug 
companies have abandoned the development of new antibiotics. Without swift 
action, the miracle age of antibiotics could be coming to an end. 1x56 

Outbreak (working title)
Outbreak is the inside story of an avoidable tragedy, investigating how this 
Ebola outbreak started and why it has grown to its current levels with little 
initial response from the global community. On invitation from the United 
Nations, FRONTLINE producer Dan Edge (Solitary Nation, Inside Japan’s 
Nuclear Meltdown) has joined the emergency mission to West Africa 
spearheaded by the United Nations Mission for Emergency Ebola 
Response (UNMEER), and has travelled from the slums of Monrovia to 
the remote forest region of Guinea, filming the setup of the emergency 
mission. With unique access, FRONTLINE combines vivid, specially shot 
material from the Ebola zone with testimony from key global decision-
makers, those battling the disease on the ground, and those who have 
endured infection, to expose the decisions and developments that brought 
the outbreak to the level of emergency it is today. Outbreak features 
in-depth interviews with key personnel in the United Nations, World 
Health Organization, Centers for Disease Control, Médecins Sans 
Frontières, and the governments from the Ebola-infected countries  
as it tries to answer the questions: How did it come to this? How can  
we stop this from happening again? 1x60 

HEALTH CRISES 

Science

Sinkholes—Buried Ali
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In February 2013, a giant hole opened up under 
the bedroom floor of Jeffrey Bush, swallowing 
the 36-year-old as he slept. His body was never 
found. Bush was a victim of a sinkhole—a 
growing worldwide hazard that lurks wherever 
limestone and other water-soluble rocks underpin 
the soil. Sinkholes have swallowed highways, 
apartment buildings, horses, camels, even 
golfers, with monster-size holes cracking the 
earth from Siberia to the southern United States. 
Sinkholes—Buried Alive is filled with compelling 
eyewitness video of dramatic collapses, and 
follows scientists as they explore the underlying 
forces behind these natural disasters. In this 
riveting documentary, NOVA travels the globe to 
investigate what it’s like to have the world vanish 
beneath your feet. 1x60 
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History

Navy SEALs—Their Untold 
Story
Despite the attention paid to the U.S. Navy SEALs 
(Sea, Air and Land) since their daring takedown 
of Osama bin Laden, few know the story of how 
the first U.S. Navy frogmen became the renowned 
warriors of today. Discover how these clandestine 
commandoes morphed with evolving threats 
from Hitler to bin Laden. The Navy’s first special 
warfare units date back to World War II, and, 
without them, much of U.S. and world history 
would have been written differently, from the 
beaches of Normandy to the Pacific theater, 
Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan. Through 
firsthand accounts and never-before-seen footage, 
this unprecedented documentary recounts  
many of the ticking-clock missions of the 
“Commandoes of the Deep.” 1x120 
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He invented the light bulb, the phonograph,  
the movie camera, and the nickel-iron-alkaline 
storage battery. He devised a system for 
producing synthetic carbolic acid and for wireless 
telegraph communication between moving trains 
and stations. By the time of his death, Thomas 
Alva Edison could lay claim to 1,093 successful 
U.S. patents. But perhaps his greatest invention 
was himself. Born to a Canadian innkeeper, 
Edison received his only formal education from 
his mother at the kitchen table. His first 
invention was a commercial flop, but by the time 
he was 35, he had become the nation’s most 
prominent celebrity inventor. Tragically, the pace 
of his work took a terrible toll on his private life.  
His first wife appears to have killed herself  
with a lethal dose of morphine; his second was 
desperately unhappy. And yet, in so many ways, 
Edison transformed daily life for millions of 
people and in the process turned himself into the 
most famous American in the world. 1x120 
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Remembered—A Pioneers 
of Television Special
“. . . a must-see hour tribute to Robin Williams . . .” 
—Newsday

This tribute to actor and comedian Robin 
Williams features his last full-length television 
interview as he described his first stand-up act, 
his desire to be a serious dramatic actor, and his 
tireless efforts to entertain U.S. troops overseas. 
Incorporating never-before-seen footage of his 
comments on life and work, tributes by those 
who knew and worked with him closely, and clips 
from iconic moments throughout his career, 
Robin Williams Remembered draws together the 
myriad facets of Williams’ life. 1x55 

Current Affairs

Gunned Down
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FRONTLINE investigates how the National  
Rifle Association in the United States uses its 
unrivaled political power to stop gun regulation 
in America. With first-hand accounts of school 
killings in Newtown and Columbine, and the 
shooting of Congresswoman Gabby Giffords, 
Gunned Down examines why despite the national 
trauma over gun violence Washington hasn’t 
acted. 1x53 

FARM TO TABLE 

The Botany of Desire
Botany of Desire tells the utterly original story of four everyday plants and the way they have domesticated humankind. In 1983 Michael 
Pollan and his wife left New York City to make a new home on an abandoned dairy farm. Pursuing a childhood fascination with gardening 
and an old-fashioned hubris about his ability to control nature, Pollan set about creating a garden. He had no way of knowing that it 
would eventually lead him to an original and provocative re-interpretation of the relationship between plants and people. This two-hour 
documentary, based on Pollan’s best selling book The Botany of Desire, takes viewers from the potato fields of Peru and Idaho to the apple 
forests of Kazakhstan, from the tulip markets of Amsterdam to the medical marijuana grow rooms of the United States. Along the way, 
the programs explore the natural history of the apple, the tulip, marijuana, and the potato—and the human desires that link their 
destinies to our own. 2x56 

In Defense of Food
What should we eat? Until the early 20th century, the answer to this question was simply dictated by what was grown nearby, readily 
available, and unspoiled. But 100 years later, the struggle over what to eat has become one of the most complicated, confounding, 
and urgent battles facing the world. Based on Michael Pollan’s best-selling book, In Defense of Food shows how a combination of 
uncertain and incomplete science, politicians, and clever marketing campaigns have shaped the world’s eating habits in ways that 
have made us continuously less healthy. From crowded American supermarkets to the vast plains of Tanzania, In Defense of Food 
examines how the modern Western diet, especially as it has evolved over just the past few decades, is doing serious damage to our 
health. 1x60, 1x120 
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“. . . two hours of pure joy that contains all the requisites of must-see TV—it’s intriguing  
and fascinating, engaging, entertaining and educational. It’s brilliant.” —Newsday

Current Affairs 

Bigger than Vegas
FRONTLINE investigates the explosive growth of 
Macau as the gambling capital of the world, and 
how major American casinos conduct business 
there. Bigger than Vegas shows how hundreds of 
billions of dollars make their way to Macau’s 
gaming tables despite China’s currency controls, 
and how, in some cases, Chinese mobsters are 
part of the action. 1x90 

Science

Losing Ir
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“. . . an evenhanded approach to a topic where
reason is often drowned out elsewhere by
partisan rhetoric.” —Variety 

FRONTLINE examines the unfolding chaos in
Iraq and how the U.S. is being pulled back
into the conflict. Drawing on interviews with
policymakers and military leaders, the film
traces the U.S. role from the 2003 invasion to
the current violence, showing how Iraq itself is
coming undone, how we got here, what went
wrong, and what happens next. 1x53, 1x86 
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LIFE IN  
THE WILD

Human Interest, History

In Their Own Words
In Their Own Words is a stylish new biography 
series that explores an elite few of the 20th 
century’s greatest figures, illuminating their 
fascinating personalities and profound cultural 
and historical impact. The series features 
episodes on a diverse trio of extraordinary 
subjects: three-time World Heavyweight 
Champion boxer Muhammad Ali, Muppets 
creator Jim Henson, and Britain’s long-reigning 
monarch, Queen Elizabeth II. Each chapter 
is inspired by some of the most memorable 
words spoken by these world icons—words that 
describe the subject creatively and intimately. 
Stylized, evocative recreations of significant 
moments in the subjects’ lives add texture to the 
visual storytelling and also serve as background 
for some of the featured quotes. 3x60 

Human Interest

Finding Your Roots with 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr., 
Season 2
Noted scholar Henry Louis Gates, Jr. helps 
people discover long-lost relatives hidden for 
generations within the branches of their family 
trees in Finding Your Roots. In the second 
season, Professor Gates continues that journey, 
utilizing a team of genealogists to reconstruct 
the paper trail left behind by our ancestors and 
the world’s leading geneticists to decode our 
DNA and help us travel thousands of years into 
the past to discover the origins of our earliest 
forebears. Each of the 10 episodes highlights 
celebrity guests including Oscar® winner Ben 
Affleck, award-winning journalist Anderson 
Cooper, tennis great Billie Jean King, legendary 
author Stephen King, multi-platinum selling 
rapper Nas, and many more. 10x60  

Alaska’s Wild Peninsula         
The Alaska Peninsula is a cloud-cloaked land of towering volcanoes, vast 
tundra, and the greatest concentration of the largest bears on Earth. At the 
base of the peninsula lies Katmai National Park, a wilderness larger than 
Yellowstone and Yosemite combined. Farther down the peninsula a giant 
volcanic caldera emerges on the horizon, so remote that more people 
climb Everest than visit Aniakchak. A stunningly photographed, lyrical film 
on a landscape where bears outnumber people and the sockeye salmon 
run is the most prolific in the world, Alaska’s Wild Peninsula captures the 
essence of Alaska—both its wilderness and its historic past. 1x52   

Mystery of the Arctic Cairn
A subzero adventure with a historical twist, Mystery of the Arctic Cairn 
follows four men and their Inuit dogs on an expedition to cross the 
Canadian Arctic in the footsteps of Otto Sverdrup—a Norwegian 
polar legend who mapped 150,000 square kilometers of land in the 
Arctic Circle in 1898. The quest to find Sverdrup’s lost cairn, which 
was enticingly described in his expedition diary, leads to incredible 
interactions between the explorers and wildlife, including a stand-off  
with a polar bear and a dance with arctic wolves. 1x54   

Return to the Wild:  
The Chris McCandless Story
Twenty years ago Chris McCandless, the accomplished son of  middle class 
parents, severed all ties with his past, burned or gave away all his money, 
changed his name,  and headed into the Denali National Park and Preserve. 
He was later found dead  in an abandoned bus in the Alaskan wilderness. 
His story captured the minds of the world and he became the subject of 
the best-selling book and movie, Into the Wild. This new documentary 
takes a fresh look at the enigmatic story of the young American adventurer, 
retracing his steps to try to understand why he left everything behind to 
travel into the wilderness to live on his own. McCandless’ own letters, 
released for the first time, as well as new and surprising interviews probe 
the mystery that still lies at the heart of a story that has become part of the 
American literary canon. 1x60  
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Science

Super Skyscrapers 
As urban space shrinks, new constructions are 
being built higher and faster than ever before, 
creating a new generation of skyscrapers. Super 
skyscrapers are pushing the limits of engineering, 
technology, and design to become greener, 
stronger, smarter, and more luxurious than  
their predecessors. This four-part series follows 
the creation of four extraordinary buildings, 
showcasing how they will revolutionize the way 
we live, work, and protect ourselves from 
potential threats. Super Skyscrapers follows  
the construction of One World Trade Center, 
Building One 57, Shanghai Tower, and  
the Leadenhall Building. 4x55 

History 
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In the last half-century, women have fought 
their way into nearly every sphere of American 
life, from the battlefield to the comedy club, 
to the soundstage, to the Senate. Expanding 
on the critically acclaimed PBS documentary 
MAKERS: Women Who Make America, each 
new documentary in this series examines the 
impact of the women’s movement on six 
areas once largely closed to women: 
business, space, Hollywood, comedy, war, 
and politics. In each field, women have pried 
open and profoundly reshaped the central 
institutions of American life and culture. 
Through interviews with trailblazing women 
known and unknown, viewers are given a rare 
glimpse of what it was like to be pioneers in 
these worlds. 6x60 

History 

Dick Cavett’s Waterga
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As the Watergate scandal unfolded on TV and  
in the newspapers from 1972 to 1974, it had all 
the ingredients of high drama—gripping and 
all-consuming. Dick Cavett’s Watergate is an 
intensely personal, intimate, and entertaining 
look back at Watergate and the historic 
resignation of President Richard Nixon, the only 
U.S. president to resign from office. Dick Cavett 
was at the forefront of national TV coverage, 
interviewing nearly every major Watergate figure 
as the crisis unfolded. With exclusive access to 
the archive of the show, Dick Cavett’s Watergate 
documents the scandal in the words of the 
people who lived it. 1x55  
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Klansville, U.S.
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As the Civil Rights Movement grew into a force 
in the 1960s, the Ku Klux Klan, dormant for 
decades, reemerged with a vengeance. Born in 
Tennessee following the Civil War, the KKK had 
conducted an intense campaign of intimidation 
throughout the South before quickly fading out 
during Reconstruction. It was reborn at Stone 
Mountain, Georgia in the 1920s, sparked by the 
release of the epic film Birth of a Nation. Though 
its membership grew to four million, the Klan 
again lost its mass support and political clout 
within a decade. That the Klan came back for 
a third time wasn’t surprising—but where that 
reincarnation took place was. Klansville, U.S.A. 
is an exploration of why North Carolina, long 
seen as the most progressive state in the South, 
became home to the largest Klan organization 
in the country, with more members than all the 
other Southern states combined during the 
1960s. 1x60  

History 
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An 
Intimate History 
“. . . a stunning reminder of why Ken Burns, 
having revolutionized the documentary series, 
continues to be the best in the business.”  
—Los Angeles Times

Ken Burns chronicles the lives of Theodore, 
Franklin, and Eleanor Roosevelt—three 
members of the most prominent and 
influential family in American politics—
interweaving their individual stories into a 
single narrative for the first time in a major 
documentary television series. Together, 
these three Roosevelts not only redefined the 
relationship Americans had with their 
government and with each other, but also 
redefined the role of the United States within 
the wider world. The series encompasses the 
history the Roosevelts helped to shape: the 
creation of national parks, the digging of the 
Panama Canal, the passage of innovative 
New Deal programs, the defeat of Hitler, and 
the postwar struggles for civil rights at home 
and human rights abroad. It is also an 
intimate human story about love, betrayal, 
family loyalty, personal courage, and the 
conquest of fear. 7x60  

Seven Wonders of Brazil
Seven Wonders of Brazil journeys into the heart of Brazil, a country where football is worshipped like a national 
cult, to explore a much older religion—Brazilian Christianity. Robert Beckford, a professor in theology at 
Canterbury Christ Church University, explores the incredible spiritual diversity of Brazil by travelling to the 
country’s seven wonders. From the spectacular and iconic Christ the Redeemer statue to the samba beat of 
the Carnival, at each wonder Robert looks at a key ingredient that makes up the melting pot that is Brazilian 
Christianity. 1x55  

Seven Wonders of the Muslim World
This visually stunning program traces the history and message of Islam by following the journeys 
of six young pilgrims from across the Muslim world to Mecca. It explores their lives and beliefs as 
well as the beautiful and historic mosques where they worship. They leave their homes and families, 
travel to Saudi Arabia, and share their responses to the culmination of their journey of a lifetime—
the pilgrimage to Mecca, where the prophet Muhammed was born. 1x56  

WONDERS OF THE WORLD

Seven Wonders of the Buddhist World
Buddhism, one of the most ancient belief systems in the world, is practiced by nearly 350 million 
people today. Presented by Bettany Hughes, this program visits seven of the most famous ancient 
and modern Buddhist locations in the world, including Bodh Gaya in India, the Bodanath Stupa 
in Nepal, the Temple of The Tooth in Sri Lanka, Wat Pho Temple in Thailand, Angkor Wat in 
Cambodia, the Giant Buddha in Hong Kong, and the Hsi Lai Temple in Los Angeles, California.  
At each location, Bettany meets with Buddhists who explain the different concepts that form the 
core of Buddhist belief, giving insight to the long and rich history of Buddhism. 1x56  
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Art & Culture, History

Richard Pryor: Ico
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Richard Pryor is one of the greatest American 
comics of all time and his impact on comedy 
and this generation’s top comics—many of 
whom cite Richard as their biggest influence—is 
unrivaled. He was one of the first black men ever 
on television and his rise to fame was nothing 
short of miraculous. This biography delves into 
the life and legacy of Richard Pryor—how he 
came up from a small town in Illinois, to 
performing on the Ed Sullivan Show, to being 
banned by television networks and embroiled in 
a pattern of self-destructive behavior that 
threatened his life. Richard Pryor: Icon defines 
Richard Pryor’s lasting impact on comedy and 
culture, often in his own words. 1x60 

Current Affairs

Battle Zones: Ukraine & 
Syria
FRONTLINE goes inside the raging battle zones 
of Ukraine and Syria. In Ukraine, with personal 
and dramatic footage, Battle Zones reveals the 
deep-seated hatreds between right-wing 
Ukrainian nationalists with historic ties to the 
Nazis, and violent pro-Russian separatists vying 
for control of the country. And in Syria, rebel 
fighters say they’re being secretly armed and 
trained by the United States. 1x32, 1x18 
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Science, History

The Unshakable Hagia Sophia  
Since it was built in 537 AD, Hagia Sophia has 
been a Christian church, an Islamic mosque, and 
a secular museum. Built at the intersection of 
major fault lines, the structure has endured more 
than a dozen devastating earthquakes. How does 
it survive? An international team of experts 
investigates Hagia Sophia’s seismic secrets 
using radar, laser, and computer technologies—
even building an 8-ton scale-model to place on a 
motorized shake table to simulate the effects of 
an earthquake. Scientists race to discover how 
Hagia Sophia was built, why it still stands, and 
whether it will survive as Istanbul braces for its 
next major earthquake. 1x53 

Art & Culture, History

Dorothea Lange: Grab a 
Hunk of Lightning 
Her celebrated photograph The Migrant Mother is 
one of the most recognized and arresting images 
in the world, a haunting portrait that came to 
represent the suffering of America’s Great 
Depression. Yet few know the story, struggles, and 
profound body of work of the woman who created 
the portrait: Dorothea Lange. Directed and 
narrated by Lange’s granddaughter Dyanna Taylor, 
herself an award-winning filmmaker, Grab a Hunk 
of Lightning explores the life, passions, and 
uncompromising vision of the woman behind the 
camera, whose enduring images documented five 
turbulent decades. 1x60, 1x110 

Science, History

Secrets of the Colosse
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The Colosseum is one of the most iconic 
buildings of the ancient world—legendary, 
mythical, even magical—and it stands as a 
monument to Roman imperial power and cruelty. 
The spectacles staged here involved the killing 
of tens of thousands of gladiators, prisoners, 
and wild animals. Records of these games brag 
of seemingly impossible acts—beasts magically 
appearing on stage and water flash-flooding 
the arena so that full-sized ships could engage 
in sea battles. Were the Romans exaggerating 
or did they truly achieve these feats? Until now, 
experts have been dubious—but what if these 
aren’t tall tales? Now, a team of modern builders 
and engineers test their theories by building a 
trap door-pulley system capable of lifting a beast 
into the Colosseum. Do they have what it takes 
to replicate the innovation and ingenuity of the 
Romans? 1x53   

Human Interest

Language Matters
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There are more than 6,000 languages remaining 
in the world. We lose one every two weeks; 
hundreds will be lost within the next generation. 
By the end of this century, half of the world’s 
languages will have vanished. Follow poet Bob 
Holman as he travels to a remote island off the 
coast of Australia to visit with aboriginal people 
who speak 10 different languages, then to Wales 
where Welsh is making a comeback, and on to 
Hawaii, where a group of Hawaiian activists are 
fighting to save their native tongue. This two-
hour documentary asks: What do we lose when 
a language dies? What does it take to save a 
language? Language Matters includes interviews 
with song men, linguists, and poets, including 
Charlie Mangulda, the only living speaker of 
Amurdak, an Aboriginal language once common 
in Australia’s Northern Territory. The film also 
features original music and songs in Welsh, 
Hawaiian, and Aboriginal languages. 1x120 

Science, History

Lost City of Pet
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For over a millennium, Petra was lost to the 
Western world and less than one percent of the 
city has been explored in the 200 years since its 
rediscovery. Now, in a daring experiment, an 
archaeologist and a team of sculptors carve an 
iconic temple-tomb to find out how the ancient 
people of Petra built their city of stone. In Lost 
City of Petra, scientists travel to the site in 
modern-day Jordan to use remote sensors and 
hydraulic flumes to discover a city of the 
living—complete with a water system that not 
only supplied 30,000 people with enough to 
drink, but also filled bathhouses, fountains, and 
pools with such abundance that some scholars 
believe this desert metropolis may have been the 
Las Vegas of the ancient world. The race is on to 
discover how these nomads created an oasis of 
culture in one of the harshest climates on Earth, 
and ultimately, why Petra disappeared. 1x53   
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LAST DAYS IN VIETNAM 
“Observant, incisive, and at times both heartrending  

and inspiring,”—The Hollywood Reporter

Panic gripped Saigon on April 29, 1975, as thousands scrambled  
to flee a city about to fall to Communist forces. Mobs swarmed the 
U.S. embassy, scaling the walls in an effort to get on one of the last 
choppers out. Over the course of 18 hours, 70 U.S. helicopters flew 
630 rescue missions evacuating Americans and Vietnamese. Many of 
the most remarkable rescue efforts during the haphazard and chaotic 
evacuation succeeded because of the ingenuity of individual marines 
and CIA operatives who ensured that American and Vietnamese 
co-workers and friends made their way to safety. During the rush  
to get out, the U.S. government left behind thousands of Vietnamese 
loyal to the United States, many of whom had reason to fear for their 
lives. 1x98, 1x114 



Children of Giant
Starring Rock Hudson, Elizabeth Taylor, and James 
Dean, the 1956 film Giant was nominated for 10 
Academy Awards®, and it would be the last film 
Dean ever made. Fifty years later, this documentary 
looks at the making of Giant—in the very town 
where the residents who participated and witnessed 
the making of this great American classic were 
actually living the controversial themes in the movie 
including racism, early feminism, and class 
divisions. Children of Giant unearths the deeply 
wrought emotions surrounding the segregation of 
Anglos and Latinos in the small West Texas town of 
Marfa, before, during, and after the month-long 
production of the film. 1x56 
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In Northern India in 1898, British landowner 
Willie Peppe set his workers digging on a 
mysterious hill with no idea what they may find. 
What they discovered led to a real life Indiana 
Jones tale, brimming with deception, priceless 
treasure, intrepid adventurers, and international 
politics. Just 20 feet below ground, Peppe and 
his workers made an amazing discovery: a huge 
stone coffer, containing five reliquary jars, over 
1,000 separate jewels, and some ash and bone. 
Most remarkable of all, they found an inscrip-
tion on one of the jars that appeared to say it 
contained the remains of the Buddha himself, 
who died 2,500 years ago. This discovery 
seemed to be the most extraordinary find in 
Indian archaeology. However, doubt and 
scandal have hung over this amazing find for 
more than 100 years. Some believe the 
discovery is an elaborate hoax, while others 
consider the site the final resting place of the 
leader of one of the world’s great religions. Led 
by renowned historian, Charles Allen, Bones of 
the Buddha seeks to solve this mystery once 
and for all. 1x52 

Lifestyle, Cooking   
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This enticing, character-driven documentary 
series takes viewers inside the life and kitchen 
of chef Vivian Howard who left New York City 
to open a fine dining restaurant in a small-town 
in North Carolina. Each episode follows Vivian 
out of the kitchen and into cornfields, strawberry 
patches, and hog farms as she hunts down the 
ingredients that inspire her seasonal menus. 
Using a chef’s modern sensibilities, Vivian 
explores Southern cuisine, past and present—
one ingredient at a time. A celebration of true 
farm to table food, this series combines the 
action and drama of a high-pressure business 
with the joys and stresses of family life. Vivian 
and her husband Ben Knight juggle a full plate 
with a fire that nearly destroys the restaurant, 
the opening of a second restaurant, and a 
bustling young family to raise. 28x25   
Also available: Moveable Feast with Fine 
Cooking, Simply Ming, The French Chef, and 
many more at pbsinternational.org

History, Biography
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Al Capone: The quintessential self-made 
American man, ruthless killer, or both? To 
this day we are fascinated with this celebrity 
gangster, but why? Al Capone was one of the 
most notorious gangsters of the 20th century, 
believed to have personally murdered dozens 
of people and ordered the killing of hundreds 
of others. But that is only one side of this 
complicated man—he was also a hugely popular 
public figure, dynamic and charismatic. What 
made him a crime boss instead of a powerful 
politician? This documentary explores Al 
Capone’s enduring and unexpected impact  
on crime and popular culture. 1x55 
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In the summer of 1910, an unimaginable 
wildfire devoured more than three million acres 
across the Northern Rockies, confronting the 
fledgling U.S. Forest Service with a catastrophe 
that would define the agency and the nation’s 
fire policy for the rest of the 20th century and 
beyond. The Big Burn provides a cautionary tale 
of heroism and sacrifice, arrogance and greed, 
hubris and, ultimately, humility in the face of 
nature’s frightening power. Inspired by the  
best-selling book by Timothy Egan. 1x53 
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History

Seeds of Conflict    
1913 was a time of great transformation—when 
Ottoman rule in Palestine was still strong, 
and few could imagine the conflict that would 
dominate the region for most of the next 
century. Seeds of Conflict focuses on the period 
just before World War I, when Arab and Jewish 
nationalism first made contact and the conflict 
was just beginning to germinate, tapping an 
exciting new vein of contemporary scholarship 
through historians who are exploring the period 
before the British conquest of Palestine in 1917 
and all that would follow. 1x57  
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Thanks to social media, today’s teens are able to 
directly interact with pop culture—artists, 
celebrities, movies, brands, and one another—in 
ways never before possible. But is that real 
empowerment or do marketers still hold the 
upper hand?  In Generation Like, author and 
FRONTLINE correspondent Douglas Rushkoff 
(The Merchants of Cool, The Persuaders) explores 
how the perennial teen quest for identity and 
connection has migrated to social media and 
exposes the cat-and-mouse game that corpora-
tions are playing with these young consumers. 
Do kids think they’re being used? Do they care? 
Or does the perceived chance of becoming the 
next big star make it all worth it? 1x53  

Current Affairs

The Human Face of Big Da
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With the rapid emergence of digital devices, an 
unstoppable, invisible force is changing human 
lives in incredible ways. Every two days the 
human race is now generating as much data 
as was generated from the dawn of humanity 
through the year 2003. The massive gathering 
and analyzing of data in real time is allowing 
us to address some of humanity’s biggest 
challenges—pollution, world hunger, and 
illness—but as Edward Snowden and the release 
of NSA documents have shown, the accessibility 
of all this data comes at a steep price. The 
Human Face of Big Data captures the promise 
and peril of this extraordinary knowledge 
revolution. 1x56 

History, Human Interest

The African American
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Many Rivers To Cross 

“. . . beautifully done . . .” —The New York Times

Written and presented by Professor Henry Louis 
Gates Jr., this Emmy® Award winning series 
explores the evolution of the African American 
people, as well as the multiplicity of cultural 
institutions, political strategies, and religious 
and social perspectives they developed—forging 
their own history, culture, and society against 
unimaginable odds. Commencing with the 
origins of slavery in Africa, the series moves 
through five centuries of remarkable historic 
events right up to the present—when America 
is led by a black president, yet remains a nation 
deeply divided by race. By highlighting the 
tragedies, triumphs, and contradictions of the 
black experience, the series reveals to viewers 
that the African American community has never 
been a uniform entity, and that its members 
have been actively debating their differences 
from their first days in this country. Throughout 
the course of the series, viewers see that the 
road to freedom for black people in America 
has not been linear, but more like the course of 
a river, full of loops and eddies, slowing, and 
occasionally reversing the current of progress. 
6x60  

Lifestyle, Cooking

Moveable Feast with Fi
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Cooking    
The new, Emmy®-nominated series Moveable 
Feast with Fine Cooking takes viewers on a 
culinary journey with talented host Pete Evans, 
an award-winning Australian chef, restaurateur, 
and cookbook author. In each episode, Pete sets 
the tone for a pop-up feast in locations from 
California’s wine country to the bustling skyline 
of New York City. Follow Pete and local chefs as 
they source the finest ingredients for their 
dishes and work against the clock to prepare a 
multi-course menu for an eclectic, enthusiastic, 
and ravenous group of foodies that will inspire 
home cooks everywhere. 26x26 

History

Jamestown: The Starving 
Time (working title)

It has long been speculated that the harsh  
conditions faced by the colonists of Jamestown 
during the winter of 1609 might have made 
them desperate enough to eat other humans—
and perhaps even commit murder to do so. A 
recent excavation at the historic site discovered 
the carcasses of dogs, cats, and horses 
consumed during the season commonly called 
“the starving time.” But a few other newly 
discovered bones tell a far more gruesome 
story: the dismemberment and cannibalization 
of a 14-year-old English girl. This is the first 
direct evidence of cannibalism at Jamestown, 
the oldest permanent English colony in the 
Americas. Now scientists are trying to answer 
questions about this young girl they are calling 
Jane: How many people were involved in 
butchering her? Was she murdered or did she 
die of natural causes? Jamestown delves into the 
gruesome truths of the starving time. 1x60 

Special Delivery (working title)
Special Delivery takes an intimate, inside look at rare surgeries done on babies 
still inside their mothers’ wombs. With exclusive access to the elite Center for 
Fetal Diagnosis and Treatment at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and its 
Special Delivery Unit, this gripping series features rarely seen, real-time 
footage of operations on fetuses. The featured parents all face a  
gut-wrenching decision: should they take a leap of faith to repair  
birth defects with risky pre-natal surgery, even if it means they  
might lose their child? Special Delivery serves up non-stop  
drama with high stakes stories and uncertain outcomes  
in a perfect blend of narrative and fact. 3x60 
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History, Human Interest

The Ornament of the Wor
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The history of medieval Spain is typically cast as 
an epic battle between local Christians and their 
Muslim invaders, with a small Jewish community 
caught in the middle, but a closer look reveals a 
much richer story of a shared culture that gave 
birth to the Enlightenment. Based on Maria Rosa 
Menocal’s best-selling book of the same name 
The Ornament of the World, explores the 
complexities and contradictions of a time when 
Muslims, Christians, and Jews coexisted, 
collaborated, competed, fought, and flourished 
on the Iberian Peninsula, forging a common 
cultural identity that frequently transcended their 
religious differences—an extraordinary chapter 
in world history that has come to be known as 
Convivencia. 2x60  
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The Rise of ISIS
From veteran producer and journalist Martin Smith, who was on the ground in Iraq 
when the U.S. began airstrikes in 2014, FRONTLINE’s The Rise of ISIS is a major, 
in-depth investigation of the brutal terrorist group’s ascent. Smith draws on 
in-depth interviews with Iraqi politicians, and American policymakers and military 
leaders to explore and explain how ISIS developed into what one interviewee calls 
“the Al Qaeda that Osama bin Laden only dreamed of building.” The film traces how 
ISIS gained strength in Syria, how the group is funded, how they operate, and how, 
city by city, from Ramadi to Fallujah to Mosul, ISIS swept across Iraq—seizing 
territory, recording and broadcasting mass executions, and drawing recruits from an 
estimated 80 countries. With ISIS continuing to take and hold territory in Iraq and 
Syria despite U.S. and coalition airstrikes, and with President Obama’s foreign policy 
legacy hanging in the balance, this gripping documentary is the definitive account of 
how we reached this point. 1x53  Also available: Losing Iraq

Current Affairs

United States of Secrets
“. . . an utterly thorough primer on what 
transpired that almost plays like a John Le Carre 
thriller, with remarkably candid interviews from 
participants on all sides.”—Variety

FRONTLINE goes behind the headlines to 
reveal the dramatic inside story of how the U.S. 
government came to monitor and collect the 
communications of millions of people around the 
world and the lengths they went to as they tried to 
hide this massive surveillance program from the 
public. Part One goes inside Washington, DC and 
the National Security Agency, piecing together the 
secret history of the unprecedented surveillance 
program that began in the wake of 9/11 and 
continues today—even after the revelations of its 
existence by Edward Snowden. Part Two explores 
the secret relationship between Silicon Valley and 
the NSA, and investigates how the government 
and tech companies have worked together 
to gather and warehouse data. United States 
of Secrets is the definitive history of domestic 
surveillance in a post-9/11 world and is gripping 
viewing for those who want to understand the 
context of the Snowden affair—and what it 
means for the entire world. 1x115, 1x52 

History 

Who Killed Jimmy Hoffa?
In one of history’s most fascinating unsolved 
mysteries, Jimmy Hoffa, former labor union 
president, went missing on July 30, 1975, never 
to be found. Hoffa, a hero to many working 
Americans, played a major role in the growth 
and development of the trucking union, but 
there were allegations that the powerful pension 
fund was under mob control and used, among 
other things, to finance Vegas casinos. What 
exactly happened to Hoffa that day, and why? 
Recently declassified FBI files and interviews 
with people close to the story provide a detailed 
account of what likely occurred. The investiga-
tion is an exploration of Hoffa’s final days and  
a revelatory window on power and corruption  
in the post-war era labor movement. 1x55  

Art & Culture 
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This Emmy®-nominated series features a 
blockbuster line-up of A-list TV stars who  
reveal intriguing behind-the-scenes stories  
and fascinating facts about television’s most 
influential celebrities and beloved shows. Four 
new episodes—Standup to Sitcom, Doctors and 
Nurses, Acting Funny, and Breaking Barriers—
include interviews with legendary stars Robin 
Williams, Roseanne Barr, and Dick Van Dyke, as 
well as never-before-seen images that mix with 
timeless footage from the shows that continue to 
entertain TV viewers decades later. Also available: 
Science Fiction, Primetime Soaps, Miniseries, Crime 
Dramas, Westerns, Superheroes and Robin Williams 
Remembered. 11x53   

Art & Culture, Human Interest

Sudan’s Secret Si
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An unforgettable journey into a world few 
Westerners will ever see, Sudan’s Secret Side 
goes undercover inside a Sudanese refugee 
camp, exploring the thriving camp economy that 
exists just below the surface—bakers, barbers, 
tanners, the local grain-milling mafia, and the 
women who brew illegal beer for a willing male 
clientele. This eye-opening documentary also 
reveals the camp’s medieval medical practices—
from bleeding to burning—and discovers a 
butcher who moonlights as the camp surgeon. 
Sudan’s Secret Side shows how refugees have 
created their own village life inside a camp 
outside of their home country. 1x55, 2x55 

History 

Civil War Sabotage
Civil War Sabotage investigates the sinking of the 
SS Sultana, one of the worst maritime disasters 
in U.S. history. When it mysteriously exploded on 
April 27, 1865, the Mississippi steamboat was 
packed with Union soldiers. The war had ended 
that month and at every stop more men 
clamored to board the homeward-bound ship, 
which blew up mid-river leaving 1,500 dead, 
officially. Unofficially the count may have been 
far higher. However, the story of the sinking 
quickly vanished from the newspapers. What 
really sank the Sultana? Was it Confederate 
sabotage? Securing the original investigative 
report and its archives allows a team of research-
ers to forensically examine and scientifically test 
theories of the boilers’ failure. 1x55   

“. . . required viewing” —The New York Times



Current Affairs, Social Issues 
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“Solitary Nation is about as hopeless an hour of 
television as you can imagine, which is exactly 
the reason to watch it.” — The New York Times

Award-winning director and producer Dan Edge 
captures unforgettable firsthand accounts from 
prisoners, prison staff, and people whose lives 
are forever altered by this troubled system in 
Locked Up in America.

Solitary Nation—On any given day, about 
80,000 Americans are held in solitary 
confinement. With extraordinary access to the 
segregation unit at the maximum security Maine 
State Prison, FRONTLINE examines America’s 
use of solitary confinement —a practice U.S. 
prisons and jails resort to more than most other 
countries. 1x53  

Prison State—The second film in the series takes 
a close look at the cycle of mass incarceration 
in America and a statewide effort to reverse 
the trend. Prison State focuses on one troubled 
housing project in Louisville, Kentucky, and 
follows the lives of four residents as they move 
in and out of custody. 1x84   
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Human Interest, History
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Directed by Ken Burns, The Address follows 50 
boys, ages 11 to 17, at the tiny Greenwood 
School in Vermont, as they struggle through a 
myriad of learning challenges to memorize and 
recite the Gettysburg Address, a rite of passage 
at their school for the last 35 years. Past failures 
and humiliations are heroically confronted as 
their presentations open the door to what 
Abraham Lincoln himself called, “a new birth of 
freedom.” Interweaving the history of this 
famous American speech with the contempo-
rary journey of the boys at Greenwood, The 
Address reveals the timeless resonance of 
Lincoln’s words, while culminating in the 
triumph of the human spirit. 1x84 

Current Affairs

Being Mortal    
FRONTLINE follows renowned New Yorker writer 
and Boston surgeon Atul Gawande as he explores 
the relationships doctors have with patients who 
are nearing the end of life. In conjunction with 
Gawande’s new book, Being Mortal, the film  
investigates the practice of caring for the dying, 
and shows how doctors—himself included—are 
often remarkably untrained, ill-suited, and 
uncomfortable talking about chronic illness and 
death with their patients. 1x60 

History, Social Issues 

Freedom Summ
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“A powerful documentary and a stirring 
historical document,” — The Hollywood Reporter

Over 10 memorable weeks in 1964 known as 
Freedom Summer, more than 700 student 
volunteers joined with organizers and local 
African Americans in an historic effort to 
shatter the foundations of white supremacy in 
the nation’s most segregated state. Working 
together, they canvassed for voter registration, 
created Freedom Schools, and established the 
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party with 
the goal of challenging the segregationist state 
Democratic Party at the national convention 
in Atlantic City, New Jersey. The campaign 
was marked by sustained and deadly violence, 
including the notorious murders of three civil 
rights workers, countless beatings, the burning 
of 35 churches, and the bombing of 70 homes 
and Freedom Houses. 1x114   

Current Affairs

Separate and Unequal
Sixty years after the Supreme Court declared 
separate schools for black and white children 
unconstitutional, FRONTLINE examines the 
resurgence of segregated schools in America. 
Also this hour: FRONTLINE updates the story  
of Omarina Cabrera, a struggling student from 
the Bronx who today is excelling at an elite prep 
school because of a groundbreaking program to 
stem the high school dropout crisis. Drawing  
on the 2012 film, Middle School Moment, 
FRONTLINE follows Omarina’s achievements 
and challenges and shows the contrasts to her 
twin brother, who has remained in the Bronx. 
1x23, 1x27   

History 

Texas Servant Girl Murde
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In 1885, six African-American servants and two 
white society women were killed in Austin, 
Texas—almost all bludgeoned with an ax, 
dragged from their beds, and raped. As quickly 
as the killings started, they stopped. No killer 
was ever identified. Desperate to find someone 
to blame, the authorities first rounded up 
hundreds of black men. Later, they pointed the 
finger at a white man, James Philips, whom they 
accused of murdering his teenage bride. 
Although Philips was eventually acquitted, the 
trial was akin to the OJ Simpson trial, with 
sensational, lurid details spilling out in court. 
After the furor and panic died down, so did the 
memory of the killings. A team of historians 
pour over the records and apply cutting-edge 
police techniques to determine who killed the 
servant girls of Austin. 1x55 

Realscreen  
MIPCOM 

Pick

History 

The Disappearance 
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Glenn Miller
Glenn Miller, one of the most beloved 
entertainers of the World War II era, 
was en route from England to France to 
entertain soldiers on the foggy afternoon 
of December 15, 1944, but he never arrived. 
His disappearance is perhaps the biggest 
mystery and cold case of the war. Did friendly 
fire destroy the plane? Was Miller involved 
in espionage? Was he on a secret mission to 
end the war? Recent discoveries—including 
an intriguing entry in an aircraft spotter’s 
log—give the investigators fresh leads and 
new clues to explore. Along the way, they 
learn of the unusual role Glenn Miller and his 
music played in winning hearts and minds 
during World War II. Can they find out what 
happened to this beloved bandleader once 
and for all? 1x55 
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Human Interest, Social Issues
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Wes Moore   
Coming Back explores the struggles and 
triumphs of veterans as they reintegrate into 
society after deployment. This new series 
executive produced by best-selling author and 
U.S. army veteran Wes Moore, tells the story of 
his search for answers to some of the most 
difficult questions facing vets returning from 
war. Moore’s journey, spurred by the suicide of 
one of his oldest friends and a fellow officer, 
takes him into the personal lives of soldiers as 
they attempt to reintegrate into society, 
reconnect with loved ones, and—for many—find 
a new mission. Each episode focuses on a 
different stage of coming home: Coming Back, 
Fitting In, and Moving Forward. 3x55 

Current Affairs 
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In February 2013, after receiving a confidential 
dossier on troubles in the Catholic Church, 
Benedict XVI became the first Pope in nearly 
600 years to resign. In Secrets of the Vatican, 
FRONTLINE exposes the threats and scandals 
that rocked Benedict’s papacy: a far-reaching 
clergy sex abuse crisis; money laundering 
and corruption at the Vatican Bank; and 
Vatileaks—the release of internal documents 
revealing cronyism, power struggles, and 
allegations of blackmail within the Holy See. 
From award-winning director Antony Thomas, 
this FRONTLINE presentation tells the epic, 
inside story of the collapse of the Benedict 
Papacy—and the extraordinary challenges facing 
Pope Francis as he tries to reform the powerful 
Vatican bureaucracy, root out corruption, and 
chart a new course for the troubled Catholic 
Church and its 1.2 billion followers. 1x84 

History 

Nelson Mandel
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The Myth & Me 
“. . . a fresh angle that feels not only  
provocative but essential.” —Indiewire

Celebrated South African filmmaker Khalo 
Matabane takes an unflinching look at one 
of the most celebrated leaders of our time.  
Through conversations with politicians, 
activists, intellectuals, and artists including 
Henry Kissinger, Colin Powell, and the Dalai 
Lama, Matabane reflects upon Mandela’s legacy 
beyond sainthood. Thought provoking and 
meditative, Nelson Mandela: The Myth & Me 
frames the iconic leader from a new perspective. 
1x52, 1x85 

Realscreen  
MIPTV Pick

Time Warp Trio      
What if three 10-year-old boys got their hands on 
a book that could send them anywhere in time 
or space? And what if their three great 
granddaughters, living in the year 2105, had the 
exact same book? Meet the Time Warp Trio— 
six amazing kids who go on action-packed 
adventures to confront Samurai in Shogun-era 
Japan, duel with gladiators in Ancient Rome, and 
even outwit a nasty priest in Ancient Egypt. The 
kids must use their wits, skills (skateboarding, 
baseball, magic) and their smarts to outwit the 
bad guys and survive. Based on The Time Warp 
Trio™ books written by Jon Scieszka and 
illustrated by Lane Smith, this series gets kids 
excited about history. 26x23 

PEEP and the Big Wide World    
The animated series PEEP and the Big Wide  
World gives wings to the innovative idea of 
teaching science to preschoolers. Wry and 
distinctive visual humor, charming plotlines,  
and lovable characters combine with a 
comprehensive science program to attract 
and engage young children. Viewers follow a 
newly-hatched chicken (Peep), a smart and 
sassy robin (Chirp), and an endearingly 
egotistical duck (Quack) on all their 
wide-eyed adventures—from discovering 
shadows, to investigating mysterious tracks, 
to learning about gravity (sometimes the hard 
way)! 34x23  

WordWorld      
WordWorld is home to the lovable, legible 
WordFriends—animals whose bodies are made 
up of the letters that spell the word they are. The 
WordFriends go on comic adventures and face 
challenges that can only be resolved with the 
right word. That word is built letter by letter, 
sound by sound, reinforcing the pre-reading 
concept that letters and their sounds make 
words, and that words have real meaning and 
power. This Emmy® Award-winning series also 
introduces literacy concepts that preschoolers 
will encounter as they become readers, such as 
sounding out letters and rhyming. But most of 
all, WordWorld helps children get excited about 
reading! 45x30  

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING
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Science

Biology 2.0 (working title)
Just as synthetic chemicals have revolutionized industry, a new form of 
synthetic science is about to change the way humans and scientists think 
about the living world. Synthetic biology is the application of building living 
matter from basic building blocks of life: DNA and genes. Now, scientists 
are modifying genetic code to create new products—everything from 
redesigned bacteria that fights disease to synthetic leather for handbags. 
Biology 2.0 explores the emerging world of this exciting, new science. The 
potential applications are promising—from the production of energy to new 
bio-materials, synthetic biology could usher in an era of greater efficiency, 
cheaper costs, and lower pollution. Fall 2015, 3x60 

Art & Culture

Leslie Caron: I’ll Love You When You’re a Star
Leslie Caron, the beloved star of Gigi, An American in Paris, and Daddy Long 
Legs, personifies the Golden Age of American cinema. She has appeared in 
45 films—a rare triple threat in the worlds of movies, dance, and theatre. She 
is, even today, an all-access pass to Hollywood’s Who’s Who. Her recently 
published memoirs, Thank Heaven, reveal the glamour, inspirations, and 
disappointments of a spectacular career and a turbulent personal life. And 
Caron tells all: the early catapult to stardom, the leading men (Fred Astaire, 
Cary Grant, Maurice Chevalier), famous lovers (Warren Beatty, Frank 
Sinatra, Peter Lawford), three failed marriages, triumphs on screen and 
stage, and, more recently, her depression, breakdown, and recovery. 
Through Leslie’s stories, we are introduced to the fascinating and troubled 
personalities of the Classic Hollywood era. Fall 2015, 1x52, 1x80  

Science

Treasures of the Earth (working title)
From earliest times, precious stones and metals have captivated humanity 
as the ultimate symbols of wealth and power. In this landmark series, NOVA 
explores how these precious materials were forged in extraordinary 
circumstances—deep within the Earth and even within exploding stars—
and investigates the techniques pioneered by prospectors and miners to 
retrieve these rare minerals, from sheep’s fleece and birds of prey to the 
demolition of entire mountains. This series examines how their unique 
properties lead to ingenious innovations, from the gold on an astronaut’s 
visor to the ruby at the heart of a laser and the “diamond anvil” that allows 
scientists to recreate the crushing pressures at the Earth’s core. We meet 
today’s pioneers who—like latter-day alchemists—are outdoing nature and 
synthesizing these treasures of the Earth in the lab. Spring 2016, 4x60 

Science

Making North America
For the first time, NOVA presents a bold and sweeping biography of the 
North American continent and how it came to be. Making North America 
reveals how startlingly different the continent’s ancient past was compared to 
today—giant marine reptiles once swam over the cornfields of Kansas; the 
site of present-day Manhattan was buried under a mile of ice and the bedrock 
of Central Park was once part of a mountain range as high as the Himalayas; 
and gigantic super-eruptions almost tore the continent in two just before the 
dinosaurs rose to rule the land. To visualize the vanished landscapes and the 
hidden forces that shaped them, the series features live-action CGI animation 
sequences that lift the lid on North America, stripping away the ancient rock 
layers to reveal the past. Told with the help of leading geological detectives, 
Making North America is a spectacular, eye-opening adventure into the 
continent’s tumultuous past. Fall 2015, 3x60 
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Art & Culture, History

American Epic
Executive produced by T Bone Burnett, Robert Redford, and Jack White, 
American Epic tells one of the greatest untold stories of America: how 
ordinary working people were given the opportunity to make records for the 
first time. This technological and cultural revolution of the 1920s gave a voice 
to Americans regardless of their race, gender, and creed and the songs that 
poured forth became a kind of early social network through which people of 
different races and cultures began to hear themselves and each other for the 
very first time. This remarkable music transformed not only America but the 
world, giving birth to pop, rock, R&B, folk, jazz, country, and hip hop. 
American Epic uncovers countless untold stories, unseen photographs, films, 
and missing pieces of American musical history.  The producers succeed in 
re-creating the recording technology of this period, inviting famous modern 
musicians including Elton John and Bernie Taupin, to try it for the first time in 
almost 100 years, and demonstrate the power of this early music. Rock 
innovator Jack White collaborates with the multi-platinum hip hop star Nas, 

among others and cuts records in exactly the same way that the blues icons 
Charley Patton and Bessie Smith would have done.  American Epic not only 
tells the untold story of the Big Bang of American music, but it brings it to 
life in an entirely new way. Fall 2015, 5x60 
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Lifestyle, Cooking 

I’ll Have What Phil’s Having (working title) 
Join Emmy® Award-winning producer and director Phil Rosenthal, creator of 
Everybody Loves Raymond, for an unforgettable travel series that dishes up 
the sublime fare that is bursting onto the international culinary scene. In 
each episode a remarkable chef takes Phil to a world-class city and shows 
him exactly where to eat. Viewers tag along as he circumnavigates the globe, 
leading them from a three-star Michelin restaurant in an Italian palazzo to a 
hidden kitchen in China or a private residence in remote India. Joining Phil 
on his travels are chefs such as French Laundry’s Thomas Keller and  
The Fat Duck’s critically acclaimed Heston Blumenthal. And Phil’s unique 
Hollywood connections even loop in celebrities who define themselves as 
foodies, such as Juliette Binoche from Chocolat and Lorraine Bracco of The 
Sopranos. These fellow adventurers not only share their culinary knowledge, 
but also serve as foil for Phil’s unexpected humor as they indulge in 
decadent food in far flung places. Summer 2015, 6x60 
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Science

The Robots are Coming (working title)
From the classic films Metropolis, to Bladerunner and The Terminator, robots 
have starred in films almost as long as we’ve been making them. Recent 
technical developments could finally turn sci-fi fantasy into reality. Exponen-
tially growing computer power, miniaturized components, cheap sonar, 
infrared, and laser sensors, are all booting up a revolution in robotics. In labs 
around the world, engineers and scientists are building robots to take over 
what have always been uniquely human jobs: robot maids to do our laundry, 
robot workers to handle the tedious jobs on factory assembly lines, rescue 
robots to lead us out of harm’s way, even robots to teach our kids and care 
for aging parents. The Robots are Coming examines both the state of the art 
as well as the social implications of a world filled with robots. Is this a brave 
new world, or a future to fear? Fall 2015, 1x60 

Science

Great Math Mystery with Mario Livio
NOVA leads viewers on a mathematical mystery tour—a provocative 
exploration of math’s astonishing power across the centuries. A Romanian-
born astrophysicist at the Hubble Space Telescope Science Institute in 
Baltimore, Mario Livio’s passion and down-to-earth delivery makes him a 
mesmerizing speaker about math’s ultimate riddle: Is math an invention or 
a discovery?  Humankind’s clever trick, or the language of the universe? 
Drawing on simple hands-on demonstrations and playful animated 
thought experiments, Livio probes great minds from Pythagoras to 
Einstein and beyond. With infectious enthusiasm, The Great Math Mystery 
sheds fascinating light on how math works in our brains and ponders the 
ultimate mystery of why it works so well when decoding the universe. 
Summer 2015, 1x60 

Science

WildWays: Corridors of Life
Wildways showcases new, cutting-edge solutions for making room for 
wildlife 0n an ever-more crowded planet. Since the start of the Industrial 
Revolution, human development has usurped the homelands of the largest 
mammals on Earth and confined them to parks and preserves. Recent 
research shows that these islands of habitat are too small and disconnected 
to sustain healthy populations of animals. A new approach, connectivity 
conservation, is attempting to link these isolated groups of wildlife in novel 
ways. From jaguars navigating the U.S.-Mexico border to mountain lions 
crossing the Trans-Canada Highway, and elephant families migrating across 
African savannahs, Wildways is a unique story about a new vision for 
re-assembling a fragmented planet. Fall 2015, 1x60 
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History, Art & Culture

Walt Disney 
In 1966, the year he died from lung cancer, Walt Disney was everywhere: 240 million people saw a Disney movie, 150 
million read a Disney comic strip, 100 million tuned in weekly to a Disney television program, 80 million read a Disney 
book, and 80 million bought Disney merchandise. Yet as familiar as his work was to young and old alike, Disney himself 
was something of an enigma. For many, he was exactly what he appeared on television to be: Uncle Walt, a kindly, 
avuncular figure, as self-effacing as he was enthusiastic. To others, he was a controlling studio chief with a titanic temper, 
a demanding taskmaster whose wrath even extended to his long-suffering business partner and older brother Roy. To his 
fierce defenders, Disney was a visionary artist and entrepreneur who had changed American popular culture for the better, 
grounding it once again in a spirit of hopeful promise and shared values. To his detractors, Disney represented everything 
that was wrong with American culture, from its saccharine sentimentality and simplification of history to its redirection of 
our attention from reality to fantasy. His life and legacy are unraveled in this intimate biography. Fall 2015, 2x120, 4x60 
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NEW RELEASES OVERVIEW:  2014 -2015

Art & Culture
Children of Giant 
A look at the social issues surrounding the  
making of the classic film Giant in Marfa, Texas, 
which starred Rock Hudson, Elizabeth Taylor, and 
James Dean. 1x56  
Dorothea Lange: Grab a Hunk of Lightning 
An intimate exploration of Dorothea Lange’s life, 
as well as a scholarly interpretation of her work 
and the times in which she lived. 1x60, 1x110 
Pioneers of Television 
More than 200 stars bring their stories to life in 
this Emmy®-nominated series, offering a fresh 
take on TV’s breakthrough celebrities and beloved 
programs. 11x53   
Richard Pryor: Icon    
The story of one of the greatest American comics 
of all time and his impact on comedy and this 
generation’s top comics. 1x60   
Robin Williams Remembered  
A documentary tribute to Robin Williams that 
includes one of his last full-length interviews.  
1x55 
Sudan’s Secret Side   
Journey inside a Sudanese refugee camp.  
1x55, 2x55 

Children’s
Between the Lions   
This series combines innovative puppetry, 
animation, live action, and music to help children 
learn to read. 35x23 
Design Squad Nation   
A high-energy, high-drama reality TV-show led by 
two professional engineers who work with kids 
around the world to make their wishes come true 
through engineering. 10x23 
PEEP and the Big Wide World  
Follow the adventures of a newly hatched chicken 
named Peep and his friends in the comprehensive 
science series designed to attract and engage 
pre-school children. 34x23 
Time Warp Trio   
This animated series follows six 10-year-old kids’ 
action-packed adventures into time and space.  
26x23 
WordWorld   
Words come alive, words save the day, and words 
become a child’s best friend in this 3D animated 
series. 45x27  

Current Af fairs
Battle Zones: Ukraine & Syria 
Examine the deep-seeded hatreds between rivals 
in Ukraine and hear from Syrian rebel fighters. 
1x18, 1x32 
Being Mortal 
FRONTLINE follows renowned writer and surgeon 
Atul Gawande as he explores the relationships 
doctors have with patients who are nearing the 
end of life. 1x60 
Bigger than Vegas 
FRONTLINE investigates the explosive growth  
of Macau as the gambling capital of the world. 
1x90 
Firestone and the Warlord 
FRONTLINE investigates the secret history of the 
American tire company Firestone in Liberia during 
the country’s civil war. 1x83 
Generation Like 
A look at the evolving, complicated relationship 
between teens and the companies that target 
them. 1x53  
Gunned Down 
FRONTLINE investigates how the NRA uses its 
unrivaled political power to stop gun regulation in 
America. 1x53  
Locked Up In America: Prison State   
Investigate the impact of mass incarceration in 
America. 1x84  
Locked Up In America: Solitary Nation  
Uncover an intimate view of life in solitary 
confinement through the stories of inmates and 
officers. 1x53 
Losing Iraq 
Examine the chaos in Iraq, the rise of ISIS, and the 
U.S. role in the conflict. 1x53, 1x86 
Outbreak (w.t.) 
FRONTLINE producer Dan Edge investigates how 
this Ebola outbreak started and why it has grown 
to its current levels with little initial response from 
the global community. 1x60  
Putin’s Way  
An investigation into the accusations of criminality 
and corruption that have surrounded Vladimir 
Putin’s reign in Russia. 1x53 

The Rise of ISIS 
FRONTLINE examines the miscalculations and 
mistakes behind the brutal rise of ISIS. 1x53 
Secrets of the Vatican    
An account of Pope Benedict’s final days and 
Francis’ battle to set the church on a new path. 
1x84  
Trouble with Antibiotics  
An exploration into the growing crisis of antibiotic 
resistance. 2x30, 1x52 
United States of Secrets  
Learn how the U.S. government came to monitor 
the communications of millions of Americans. 
1x115, 1x54 

History & Biography
1000 Days of Fear 
A fascinating look at the personalities behind the 
creation of the world’s first atomic bomb. 3x60  
The African Americans: Many Rivers to 
Cross  
Survey the full sweep of African American history 
with Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 6x60  
Al Capone: Icon 
Discover both sides of the fascinating celebrity 
gangster, Al Capone—the self-made American 
man, and the ruthless killer. 1x55  
The Big Burn  
Learn the story of a wildfire that devoured more 
than three million acres in the Northern Rockies in 
1910. 1x53    
The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the 
Revolution 
Award-winning filmmaker Stanley Nelson 
examines the rise of revolutionary culture in 
America through the evolution of the Black 
Panther Party. 2x60    
The Bomb in HD 
The story of the most powerful and destructive 
invention in human history—the atomic bomb.  
1x120  
Bones of the Buddha  
Do the jewels, bones, and ashes found in an 
Indian tomb in 1898 mark the final resting place  
of the Buddha himself, or was it all an elaborate 
hoax? 1x52  
Civil War Sabotage 
Investigate the sinking of SS Sultana, one of the 
worst maritime disasters in U.S. history. 1x55   
The Craven Street Bones 
Did Benjamin Franklin have a secret dark side, or 
were the skeletal remains of at least 10 people 
found in his basement meant only for scientific 
purposes? 1x60  
The Day the 60s Died 
A chronicle of the chaotic month of May 1970, 
when four student protesters were shot dead at 
Kent State University in Ohio, and it seemed 
America was at war with itself. 1x60  
D-Day 360    
Discover what it took to mount D-Day, the 
greatest invasion in history. 1x54   
Dick Cavett’s Watergate 
With exclusive access to archival material,  
Dick Cavett’s Watergate documents the historic 
Watergate scandal in the words of the people  
who lived it. 1x55  
The Disappearance of Glenn Miller 
Gather new information about what is perhaps  
the biggest mystery and cold case of World War II.  
1x55  

Edison 
The holder of 1,093 patents, Thomas Alva Edison’s 
name was nearly synonymous with invention, and 
he is remembered as the genius that created the 
modern world. 1x120  

The Forgotten Plague 
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE documents the deadliest 
killer in human history—tuberculosis—and how it 
shaped medical pursuits, social habits, economic 
development, and public policy. 1x60  
Freedom Summer   
Relive 1964’s Freedom Summer and the dramatic 
struggle for equality in Mississippi. 1x114  
Jamestown: The Starving Time   
A recent excavation reveals the dismemberment 
and cannibalization of a 14-year-old English girl. 
1x60   
Klansville U.S.A. 
An exploration into why North Carolina, long  
seen as the most progressive state in the South, 
became home to the largest Ku Klux Klan 
organization in the United States. 1x60  
Last Days in Vietnam   
During the chaotic final weeks of the Vietnam War, 
American soldiers and diplomats were forced to 
decide whether to obey White House orders to 
evacuate U.S. citizens only—or to risk treason  
and save the lives of as many South Vietnamese 
citizens as possible. 1x98, 1x114  

MAKERS 2 
Six new documentaries in the MAKERS series 
feature groundbreaking American women in 
different spheres of influence: war, comedy, space, 
business, Hollywood, and politics. 6x60  
Memory of the Camps 
In the spring of 1945, Allied forces liberating 
Europe recorded the atrocities of what they saw, 
and 30 years after FRONTLINE first aired it, this 
film remains one of the most definitive and 
unforgettable records of the 20th century’s 
darkest hour. 1x57  
Navy SEALs: Their Untold Story 
Recount the ticking-clock missions of the 
“Commandoes of the Deep” through firsthand 
accounts. 1x120  
Nelson Mandela: The Myth & Me  
Celebrated South African filmmaker Khalo 
Matabane takes an unflinching look at the most 
celebrated individual of our time. 1x52, 1x85  
The Ornament of the World 
Explore the complexities and contradictions  
of a time when Muslims, Christians, and Jews 
coexisted and flourished on the Iberian Peninsula. 
2x60  
Ripley: Believe it or Not 
Witness the emergence of LeRoy Robert Ripley’s 
razzle-dazzle entertainment empire. 1x60  
The Road from Christ to Constantine 
Jonathan Phillips takes viewers to the places 
where Christianity grew from a small movement 
into a massive religion. 6x52 
The Roosevelts: An Intimate History 
Ken Burns’s new documentary weaves together 
the stories of Theodore, Franklin, and Eleanor 
Roosevelt, three members of one of the most 
prominent and influential families in American 
politics. 7x60   
Seeds of Conflict   
Discover the period just before World War I, when 
Arab and Jewish nationalism first made contact 
and the conflict was just beginning to germinate.   
1x57  
Texas Servant Girl Murders 
Follow the inquiry into the unsolved murders of  
six servants and two socialites in Austin, Texas in 
1885. 1x55   
Who Killed Jimmy Hoffa? 
Explore Teamster president Jimmy Hoffa’s final 
days, with a window on the post-war era labor 
movement. 1x55  

Human Interest 
The Address   
This new documentary from Ken Burns follows 
students with learning difficulties from the 
Greenwood School as they memorize, practice, and 
recite the Gettysburg Address. 1x84 

Cancer: The Emperor of all Maladies 
From Ken Burns, this is the complete story of 
cancer, from its first description in an ancient 
Egyptian scroll to the laboratories of modern 
research institutions today. 6x60, 3x120  

Coming Back with Wes Moore   
Learn why some veterans easily reintegrate into 
society after deployment and why some struggle. 
3x55  

Finding Your Roots with Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 
Professor Gates guides celebrity guests through 
layers of ancestral history, uncovering secrets and 
surprises of their family trees and sharing 
life-altering discoveries. 20x53 
Glance Up 
Joan Pahisa is exactly one meter tall, but that 
doesn’t stop him from pursuing his dream to 
compete in the World Dwarf Games—an 
Olympic-style competition. 1x52 

In Their Own Words 
A stylish, new series that explores three prominent 
historical figures—Queen Elizabeth II, Muhammad 
Ali, and Jim Henson—through their most famous 
quotes. 3x60 

Language Matters 
An exploration into what happens when a language 
dies, and what it takes to save a language. 1x120  

Return to the Wild: The Chris McCandless 
Story 
A fresh look at the story of a young hiker found 
dead in an abandoned bus in the Alaskan 
wilderness. 1x60 

Seven Wonders of Brazil 
Robert Beckford, a British academic theologian, 
explores the incredible spiritual diversity of Brazil by 
travelling to the country’s seven wonders. 1x55 

Special Delivery (w.t.) 
The dramatic stories of the parents, tiny patients, 
and doctors at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 
show the remarkable frontier of pre-natal 
procedures. 3x60  

Lifestyle 
A Chef’s Life 
Join chef Vivian Howard as she explores the rich 
bounty of farm fresh cooking, family, and 
community. 28x25 

Made in Spain with José Andrés 
Drawing on his unrivalled expertise, chef José 
Andrés takes viewers to every corner of Spain, 
highlighting his favorite markets, vineyards, 
restaurants, artisans, and more. 26x24 

Market Warriors  
Expert antiques “pickers” embark on a treasure 
hunt, scouring flea markets for vintage valuables 
and selling their finds at auction with an eye 
toward maximizing profit. 20x53 

More Fast Food My Way with Jacques Pépin   
Internationally renowned chef Jacques Pépin 
teaches viewers the best of everyday cooking with 
dishes that translate simple dinners into menus for 
entertaining. 26x27  

Moveable Feast with Fine Cooking    
Australia’s top celebrity chef, Pete Evans, travels 
across the U.S. to create spontaneous, delicious 
feasts in beautiful settings that will inspire home 
cooks everywhere. 26x26  

Rough Cut with Tommy MacDonald  
Combining travel with workshop techniques,  
this series follows fine furniture maker Tommy 
MacDonald as he demonstrates comprehensive 
woodworking projects. 65x23 

Simply Ming 
Emmy® Award-winning celebrity chef Ming Tsai 
shows how to make delicious, fast, East-West food 
based on French, American, and Asian culinary 
traditions. 78x27

This Old House  
This Emmy® Award-winning series demystifies 
home renovation and restoration, and celebrates 
the fusion of old-world craftsmanship with 
modern technology. 676x23 

Science
The Age of the Drone 
There’s a new revolution happening overhead. 
Drones are here to stay, but who should be 
allowed to use them, and how? 1x52  

Alaska’s Wild Peninsula   
A stunningly photographed, lyrical film on a 
landscape where bears outnumber people. 1x52  

The Bloody Truth   
An international team of researchers discover 
tissue samples in central Africa that shed a new 
and surprising light on the origins of HIV. 1x52  

The Human Face of Big Data 
Explore the promise and peril of today’s 
extraordinary knowledge revolution. 1x56  

In Defense of Food 
Discover how a combination of uncertain and 
incomplete science, politicians, and clever 
marketing campaigns have shaped the world’s 
eating habits. 1x60, 1x120  

Killer Landslides 
NOVA investigates how new satellite monitoring 
technologies are giving researchers hope that they 
may be able to predict landslides. 1x53   
Lost City of Petra   
Scientists race to discover how Petra became an 
oasis of culture in one of the harshest climates on 
Earth, and why it disappeared. 1x53  

Mystery of the Arctic Cairn 
Four men and their tempestuous Inuit dogs take on 
a 1,200-kilometer journey into the icy wilderness in 
search of a historic cairn. 1x54   

Secrets of the Colosseum   
A team of modern builders try to replicate some of 
the amazing spectacles said to have been staged 
in the iconic Colosseum. 1x53  

Sinkholes–Buried Alive 
NOVA travels the globe to investigate what it’s like to 
have your world vanish beneath your feet. 1x60  

Super Skyscrapers 
Follow the creation of four buildings that will change 
how we live, work and protect ourselves. 4x55   
The Unshakable Hagia Sophia  
As Istanbul braces for the next major earthquake, 
experts race to discover how the Hagia Sophia  
was built, why it still stands, and whether it will 
survive. 1x53 

Uranium: Twisting the Dragon’s Tail 
The story of uranium, one of the most dangerous 
and curious rocks on the planet, is part science, 
part history, and all epic adventure. 2x60, 3x60  
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